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NeoCon is over, but The Ginger Grant Group reviews all the fantastic manufacturers and furniture we saw! Email not displaying correctly?
View it in your browser.

That's a wrap for NeoCon 2023!
BI-WEEKLY MANUFACTURER UPDATES

Every other week, Ginger Grant Group shares manufacturer updates and promotions! Last time we
looked at architectural products such as the A65 Demountable Wall from Alea, Spectrim
Floors, and Summit Ceiling Baffles Ezobord.

This issue, we highlight all the phenomenal furniture we saw at NeoCon! Our manufacturers really
showed out this year! So here's a look at what Kwalu, Intensa, Gressco brought to this year's
event! Also, don't miss our quick Ezobord preview down below.

For a closer look, click the images below!

Kwalu

NeoCon 2023 proved to be a
fantastic showing from Kwalu,
who displayed an exceptional
array of furniture from healthcare
guest chairs to modular lounge
seating and bar/counter tables to
stylist and functional end tables,
all expertly designed to fit any
space or decor.

    Click the image above for more
information!

Gressco

Gressco showed off a plethora of
children's furniture and activities,
such as wall activities and
activity tables, colorful and
comfortable seating from
the Reading Seat Carousel &
Cushions to their Sit & Play
Snake to the nature-inspired
MeroWing stools!

Click the image above for more
information!

Intensa

This year, Intensa pulled out all
the stops, highlighting a wide
variety of medical furniture from
beds, recliners, and casegoods
for patient rooms to exam tables
and physician's stools for exam
rooms, and even casegoods and
seating for labs!

Click the image above for more
information!
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Check out EzoBord's catalogue of acoustic wall panels, ceiling baffles, privacy screens and more!

Check out The Ginger Grant Group's blog, Crossing the Furnish-Line!

Looking for a previous newsletter? Check out our Newsletter Archive:

See a manufacturer you'd like to receive future updates for? Update your preferences here: 

Connect with us:
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Ginger Grant Group © 2023, All rights reserved.

Our mailing address is:

GGG & NTX Collaborative
8350 Meadow Rd. Suite 194-198
Dallas, TX 75231

No longer want to receive product and manufacturer updates? We're sad to see you go: unsubscribe
Want to adjust your preferences? update subscription preferences 
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Speak with a Consultant
214-217-2992

NeoCon 2023 Review
Kwalu

Kwalu NeoCon Review
Sciara Counter Stool: (https://content.kwalu.com/WebAdmin/Literature/Flyer_Sciara%20Counter%20Stool_0122.pdf) Inspired by mid-
century design, this stool is a standout in a relaxed environment. It features a curvaceous back and cascading arms.

Tarragona Bench: (https://content.kwalu.com/WebAdmin/Literature/Flyer_Tarragona%20Bench_0623.pdf) This bench is an oval shaped,
highly functional seating option suitable for use in a number of environments. The seat, which comes in two widths, is flanked by
substantial curved legs that can also act as side tables.

Modena Bariatric: (https://content.kwalu.com/WebAdmin/Literature/Flyer_Modena%20Bariatric%20-%2034W_0322.pdf) The cushioned
seat of the Modena extends slightly to support and deliver more comfort to thighs and behind the knees. Reinforced steel under the seat
supports 500 pounds.

Ruvo Lounge: (https://content.kwalu.com/WebAdmin/Literature/Flyer__Ruvo%20Lounge_1022.pdf) The gently curved back design of the
Ruvo Lounge exudes comfort. It is a modern design, sculpturally styled with soft curves to deliver a hospitality element to healthcare
waiting spaces.

Montedoro Lounge/Bariatric: (https://content.kwalu.com/WebAdmin/Literature/Flyer_Montedoro%20Lounge_0421.pdf) The striking and
visitor friendly Montedoro is plush, angular, and sturdy. Easily integrated into any common area or wait space setting.

https://content.kwalu.com/WebAdmin/Literature/Flyer_Sciara%20Counter%20Stool_0122.pdf
https://content.kwalu.com/WebAdmin/Literature/Flyer_Tarragona%20Bench_0623.pdf
https://content.kwalu.com/WebAdmin/Literature/Flyer_Modena%20Bariatric%20-%2034W_0322.pdf
https://content.kwalu.com/WebAdmin/Literature/Flyer__Ruvo%20Lounge_1022.pdf
https://content.kwalu.com/WebAdmin/Literature/Flyer_Montedoro%20Lounge_0421.pdf
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Kwalu NeoCon Review
Casale Modular: (https://content.kwalu.com/WebAdmin/Literature/Flyer__Casale%20Modular_0323.pdf) Multiple configurations are
achieved by combining the lounge chairs, love seats and corner wedge units in the collection, either free standing or connected, with or
without backs.

Prizzi Lounge: (https://content.kwalu.com/WebAdmin/Literature/Flyer_Prizzi%20Lounge_1021.pdf) Prizzi is a sleek wallsaver lounge
chair; a perfect place to relax. So comfortable and it looks good from any angle. It features an upholstered back and seat, with an
integrated seat cushion.

Novara Lounge: (https://content.kwalu.com/WebAdmin/Literature/Flyer_Novara%20Lounge_1022.pdf) The back and arms of the Novara
create an ergonomically preferred inverted triangle shape on a plush seat cushion and a large pass-through cleanout.

Pisa Lounge & Loveseat: (https://content.kwalu.com/WebAdmin/Literature/Flyer__Pisa%20Lounge_0423.pdf) The slim frame of Pisa
assures it will fit as nicely in smaller spaces as it does in large spaces. The Pisa frame with “L” shaped cutouts serves as a beautiful
foundation for its spacious seat model.

Altolia End Table: (https://content.kwalu.com/WebAdmin/Literature/Flyer_Altolia%20Occasional%20Tables_0521.pdf) Altolia occasional
tables are full of personality and style. These coffee and end tables, with elliptical edge banding, deliver great style to any common area.
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Kwalu NeoCon Review
Lecco Bar/Counter Table: (https://content.kwalu.com/WebAdmin/Literature/Flyer_Lecco%20Bar%20Height_0621-2.pdf) The Lecco
tables are completely constructed of easily cleaned and maintained Kwalu laminate material on steel reinforced frames. Lecco is
available in multiple sizes and two heights, bar and counter height.

Madrid Bar/Counter Stool: (https://content.kwalu.com/WebAdmin/Literature/Flyer_Madrid%20Bar%20Stool_0322.pdf) Chic and
minimalist, the pre-molded seat of this stool has no separation, retains its shape, is smooth and comfortable. The seat fits inside the
stool frame, made of easily cleaned material.

Cori Lounge: (https://content.kwalu.com/WebAdmin/Literature/Flyer_Cori%20Lounge_0222.pdf) Cori is part of a lounge collection that
delivers a timeless look and ultra-comfortable feel. The smaller footprint design assures Cori will fit in multiple medical wait spaces.

Minori Ottoman/Bench: (https://content.kwalu.com/WebAdmin/Literature/Flyer_Minori%20Ottoman_0421.pdf) The Minori is a fully
upholstered ottoman featuring a beautiful double stitching detail around the top. The base of the Minori is uniquely tapered Kwalu Fusion
material.

Livorno Lounge: (https://content.kwalu.com/WebAdmin/Literature/Flyer_Livorno%20Behavioral%20Lounge_1021.pdf) Livorno
Behavioral Lounge is part of a collection built to psychiatric specifications, durable and tamper-proof. Providing exacting style
requirements for demanding environments, the Livorno may also be floor mounted.
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NeoCon 2023 Review
Gressco

Gressco Seating Review (https://user-ynws2gd.cld.bz/Gressco-
HABA/HABA-2021-22)
Boomerang Young Adult Sofa & Ottoman: The Boomerang Sofa is available in a large selection of color choices to fit any color
scheme. Perfect for school lounge areas, libraries, waiting rooms or commercial rest spaces. By HABA Pro.

Sit & Play Snake: This friendly snake is perfect for little ones to crawl on, sit on during reading time or rest on. Slither down the path of
discovery with this adorable looking snake and go on an adventure of a life time. By HABA Pro.

MeroWings (https://user-ynws2gd.cld.bz/Gressco-HABA/MeroWings-catalogue-13-3-2017-final-1)® Tree Trunk Stool: These are
perfect seats for plays, reading circles, and nature discussions. Or stack them and use as adorable decorations to bring a bit of nature
inside. Great for story telling spaces or to create a unique seating and gathering area that speaks to the forces of a natural setting. By
MeroWing.
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Gressco Activities Review (https://user-ynws2gd.cld.bz/Gressco-
HABA/HABA-2021-22)
Large Giggle Mirror: Children will enjoy exploring reflections of objects, themselves and others. Perfect for early learning centers,
waiting rooms or commercial play areas. By Gressco.

Wire & Beads Activity Panels: Choose from three different panels: Wires & Beads, Gears or Wires, Beads & Gears. Perfect for early
leaning centers, children's libraries or waiting areas. By Children's Furniture Co.

Sensory Learning Wall Panels: Walls can be combined together to create a play corner perfect for early learning centers, medical
waiting areas and children's libraries. By HABA Pro.

Reading Seat Carousel & Cushions: Whether children are playing on the floor or they're gathered around in a circle for a story, thanks
to the colorful foam insert seat cushions in the rondel, the children are always comfortable. By HABA Pro.
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Gressco Lobby Review (http://user-ynws2gd.cld.bz/Gressco-HABA/HABA-
2021-22)
MoveUpp Quadrant Cabinet Counter: This cabinet counter will provide stability and add quality with a warm and inviting look and will
beautify the smallest of spaces. Rounded corners with four shelves add tons of extra storage. Perfect for children's classrooms,
healthcare lobbies, early learning centers or front offices. By HABA Pro.

HABA Pro Alpha Seating Bench: Together with the Beta bench, there are many possibilities for different learning situations. Liven up
any reading or story telling area with a rainbow of colors! These benches come in a large variety of fabrics in prints or solids. Different
positioning options thanks to the asymmetrical shape. Perfect for classrooms, libraries and collaborative areas. By HABA Pro.
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NeoCon 2023 Review
Intensa

Patient Room Review
(https://intensa.net/pdf/Brochures/IN_CCRecliner_BRO.pdf)
Series 566 Recliner and Series 601 Recliner: Designed for a higher standard of care, our recliners allow patients to rest
comfortably at any angle. With superior-quality casters and improved steering capabilities, moving patients has never been easier
or safer. And with Intensa’s ample collection of vinyl options, our recliners will suit any décor.

Zenith 9100 Extended Care Bed: This bed is equipped with a US Patent awarded time-saver Hi-Lo system. ‘Plug and Play’
Digital Electronics enables future feature additions. Zenith features interchangeable, industry-leading, energy-saving electronics
which consume up to 66% less power than transformer electronics. The sealed ball bearings joints provide continuous,
maintenance-free, silent operation. Wheels include an intuitive two-pedal locking system.
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Exam Room Review (https://intensa.net/pdf/Brochures/Intensa-Exam-
Solutions-Brochure.pdf)
Intensa offers two choices of exam tables. The Series 460 is a power table with power assisted back and the Series 420 is an
exam table with pass through drawers, storage drawers and 5 position stirrups. All metal construction of the base table provides
for longevity. Intensa offers an extensive collection of vinyls to add color to the exam room.

Evolving healthcare requires medical interiors to be flexible, keeping pace with providers needs along with medical and diagnostic
advancements. Essentials modular cabinetry is the ideal design to support today’s healthcare interiors. Latitude and Longitude
caseworks are finished with a decorative, thermally fused laminate on all surfaces for infection control and a finished look without
substrate absorption. 
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Intensa Review (https://intensa.net/pdf/Brochures/Intensa-Lab-
Solutions-Brochure.pdf)
Physician's Stool: Intensa physician exam stools offer a variety of styles and options including varying height adjustments,
multiple caster options as well as three distinct base options. The caregiver can utilize these to customize his/her exam stool to
suit their specific requirements. Optional crescent back is perfect to provide support for both exam and lab settings.

Essentials Lab Casework: When your laboratory needs to change to leverage progress, Essentials facilitates that change. The
unique modular design lets you repurpose individual components or the entire workbench configuration to enable ongoing
productivity.
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